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Extreme heat and drought typical of an end-of-
century climate could occur over Europe soon and
repeatedly
Laura Suarez-Gutierrez 1,2,3✉, Wolfgang A. Müller1 & Jochem Marotzke 1

Extreme heat and drought typical of an end-of-century climate could soon occur over Europe,

and repeatedly. Despite the European climate being potentially prone to multi-year succes-

sive extremes due to the influence of the North Atlantic variability, it remains unclear how the

likelihood of successive extremes changes under warming, how early they could reach end-

of-century levels, and how this is affected by internal climate variability. Using the Max Planck

Institute Grand Ensemble, we find that even under moderate warming, end-of-century heat

and drought levels virtually impossible 20 years ago reach 1-in-10 likelihoods as early as the

2030s. By 2050–2074, two successive years of single or compound end-of-century

extremes, unprecedented to date, exceed 1-in-10 likelihoods; while Europe-wide 5-year

megadroughts become plausible. Whole decades of end-of-century heat stress could start by

2040, by 2020 for drought, and with a warm North Atlantic, end-of-century decades starting

as early as 2030 become twice as likely.
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Under further global warming, extreme heat will become
more frequent, and more extreme1. Furthermore, cur-
rently extremely rare end-of-century events — those that

would be average in a much warmer world at the end of the
century — can happen earlier than expected due to internal
variability. In Europe, this occurred during the 2010 summer,
which reached heat levels expected every other year by the end of
the century2; but at the time it happened was deemed extremely
rare3, remaining the warmest summer observed over most of
Europe. Record-shattering extreme heat events that exceed pre-
vious records by large amounts will become up to seven times
more likely in the next three decades than they were in the recent
past4. However, we still lack a systematic understanding of how
soon typical end-of-century levels of extreme heat and drought
stress become a possibility over Europe.

Extreme heat, especially at levels going substantially beyond
our previous adaptability range, leads to increased heat-related
mortality and morbidity5. In the last 30 years, up to 30% of heat-
related deaths globally can be attributed to anthropogenic climate
change6. In addition to the loss of human lives, extreme heat can
lead to substantial ecological and socio-economic impacts, such as
decreased labor productivity7, increased risks of economic losses8,
wildfires9, crop loss10, and may even render some regions par-
tially uninhabitable11. These far-reaching impacts are exacerbated
when maximum temperatures compound with other system
stressors12, such as high humidity11, lack of nighttime cooling13,
or persistent drought14. Extreme heat and humidity and insuffi-
cient infrastructure caused the death of thousands in the 2015
heatwaves in India and Pakistan15. In Europe, extreme heat and
lack of nighttime cooling brought more than 70,000 additional
deaths during the 2003 summer16. In 2018, the persistent drought
and extreme temperatures over Central Europe triggered massive
forest mortality events of unprecedented scale17 and a 50%
reduction in agricultural yields18. The impacts of extreme drought
stress are further amplified under an increased volatility between
severely dry and wet conditions; which hinders successful water
management and accentuates the risk of wildfires, flooding, and
mudslides19.

Furthermore, when these extreme conditions occur repeatedly
year after year, they become even more threatening to the already
vulnerable socioeconomic and ecological resilience of the
region12,20–22. Europe could be especially prone to such year-
after-year successive heat and drought extremes, due to the
influence of the multi-year variability in the North Atlantic over
the European climate23–29 acting as a long-term preconditioner.
Despite the relevance of their potential cascading impacts and
preconditioning in the European climate, it remains unclear how
the likelihood of such multi-year successions of extreme heat and
drought changes under warming, and moreover, how this like-
lihood is affected by the internal variability of the climate system.

The intensification of heat and drought, either independently
or together, is attributed to be largely anthropogenic and is
expected to be accentuated over Europe under further
warming30–34. However, changes in the frequency and intensity
of heat and drought stress depend not only on the level of global
warming; they can also be dampened or amplified by internal
variability on interannual to multi-decadal scales2,26,33. For
example, the slowly evolving variability in the North Atlantic
system affects European temperatures in observations35–37, and
modulates past observed trends in concurrent heat and drought
over European croplands26. This linkage has been also identified
in idealized numerical experiments imposing slowly evolving sea
surface temperature (SST) patterns to emulate different phases of
Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV), which lead to a marked
increase in temperature and slightly lower decrease in precipita-
tion under positive versus negative AMV phases27,28. The

mechanism behind this link involves barotropic wave-train
structures driven by the warm North Atlantic states, which in
particular for Europe implies dry anticyclonic conditions con-
curring with near-surface warm-air advection and adiabatic
heating35,38.

These oceanic origins of concurrent atmospheric drivers of
heat and drought imply a long-term preconditioning on decadal
timescales that may make the European climate system particu-
larly prone to such year-after-year successive high-impact heat
and drought stress extremes. Moreover, while extreme tempera-
ture and precipitation predictions over Europe for the next few
months to years remain substantially uncertain; the AMV is
thought to be one of the most predictable aspects of decadal
climate39. Therefore, improving our understanding of how the
relatively predictable AMV affects successive and compounding
heat and drought stress is crucial for both the prediction and the
attribution of such low-probability, high-impact events. In turn,
more robust prediction and attribution of such events would
greatly improve our preparedness and the efficiency of our
adaptation and mitigation efforts.

We assess how soon different forms of end-of-century heat and
drought stress could occur over Europe, and the role that the
decadal variability in the North Atlantic plays in this outcome,
with a twofold impact-relevant focus. This impact-relevant focus
comes, first, from assessing the likelihood of successive, year-
after-year extremes; and second, from focusing both on single and
compound heat and drought metrics reflecting potential com-
pounding and cascading hazards. Our ultimate goal is to deter-
mine how internal climate variability leads to worst-case
successive and compounding heat and drought stress accumu-
lating to produce the most extreme decades, and how soon into
the near future such heat and drought loaded decades could bring
a taste of the end-of-the-century reality.

For this we use cumulative excess metrics that combine the
effects of both intensity and persistency of all events within a
season40, as a sum of every instance beyond a given threshold (see
Methods). We expand the existing cumulative heat framework40

based on maximum temperatures, here referred to as Excess Heat,
to cover three additional excess metrics that reflect
extreme summer heat stress and May–October drought stress:
Humid Heat, Night Heat, and Rain Deficit. In addition to these
four types of single heat and drought stress extremes, we also
assess three compound heat and drought stress types: Compound
Heat Stress, Compound Heat and Drought, and Drought-Rain
Volatility. For this we use the 100-member Max Planck Institute
Grand Ensemble (MPI-GE)41, under historical and RCP4.5 for-
cing leading to roughly 2.25 C of warming by the end of the
century2.

MPI-GE is one of the largest existing initial-condition
ensembles of a comprehensive, fully coupled Earth System
Model currently available. This large ensemble size is crucial for
robustly sampling and assessing changes in low-probability uni-
variate events, and it is even more important for multivariate
compound events and temporally successive extremes42. In
addition to its large ensemble size, compared to other large
ensembles MPI-GE also offers one of the most adequate repre-
sentations of the historical internal variability and forced changes
in observed temperatures43 and precipitation44. For these reasons,
MPI-GE is the best-available tool for this first assessment of how
soon internal climate variability could bring end-of-century levels
of successive extreme heat and drought stress upon Europe.

Results and discussion
Excess heat and drought projections. By the end of the 21st
century and even under moderate warming, extreme heat and
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drought stress is projected to increase intensely over Europe, with
practically all simulated years exhibiting levels well beyond
recent-past average conditions as early as 2040 (Fig. 1). However,
and even more importantly, worst-case years at the upper tails of
the distributions show an even more marked increase than the
average, with deviations from their concurrent average climate of
unprecedented scale. For all heat metrics, typical end-of-century
extremes, defined as the MPI-GE 2090–2099 average, become
plausible albeit rare already in 2000–2009 in MPI-GE, and were
exceeded in E-OBS observations in 2010. MPI-GE simulates

summers as extreme as the 2010 record already 5−10 years prior,
showing that MPI-GE is able of capturing the timing and
intensity of the most extreme events on the observational record.
These end-of-century summers, virtually impossible only 20 years
ago and a rare occurrence in the last decades, reach 1-in-10
chances already in 2030–2039 for all heat metrics.

For a typical end-of-century summer, Excess Heat reaches
values almost 10 times as high as the 1950–1999 average, while
extreme end-of-century summers at the upper tail of the
distribution (beyond 90th percentile) reach values 20 to 35 times

a

c

d

b

Fig. 1 Excess Heat and Drought Metrics for MPI-GE against E-OBS Observations. Time series of June-August Summer (a) Excess Heat, (b) Humid Heat,
(c) Night Heat, and (d) May−October Rain Deficit (see methods for metric definitions) simulated by MPI-GE (color) against E-OBS observations (black;
1950–2021). Light shading represents the full ensemble spread; dark shading represents the 10th−90th percentile range of the ensemble. Thick colored lines
show the 10-year average of the 50th percentile of the ensemble. The black dashed line represents this 50th percentile at the end of the 20th century, averaged
over the period of 1990–1999; while the white line represents this 50th percentile the end of the 21st century, averaged over 2090–2099. Each metric is shown as
a ratio with respect to its average over the period of 1950–1999, and is averaged over the European region defined by the [35–63N, 10W–55E] domain. MPI-GE
simulations are historical (1950–2005) and RCP4.5 (2006–2099) and subsampled to land grid cells where observations are available.
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as high, with similar tendencies for Night Heat. For Humid Heat,
this increase is less marked and the upper tail summers reach
levels 10–15 times higher than the 1950–1999 average, with
somewhat smaller differences between average and higher-
percentile summers. For excess Rain Deficit, the distribution is
centered around values roughly twice as large as the recent past
average by the end of the century. The most extremely dry years
reach rain deficits 3 to 8 times higher than the 1950–1999
average. Thus, all forms of extreme heat become more prevalent
and intense by the end of the century than in the recent past;
while rain deficits below current-climate thresholds suffer a less
substantial increase in comparison in MPI-GE.

These projections are based on an adequate representation of
the magnitude, variability and forced changes under warming in
E-OBS observations by MPI-GE for all excess metrics in the
period of 1950–2021 (Supplementary Fig. 1). Our evaluation
shows that E-OBS observations are mostly within the ensemble
spread and well within the perfect model range of MPI-GE
(further details on this evaluation framework described in ref. 43).
In the observed period, 2010 stands out as the summer exhibiting
the most extreme heat over Europe. It reached heat levels 10
times higher than the 1950–1999 average across all metrics, and
roughly coincides with the 1-in-100-members ensemble maxima
for the concurrent period. For Rain Deficit, 2015 stands out as the
year with the most extreme lack of precipitation, roughly
coinciding with the 90th percentile of the ensemble distribution.
However, none of the observed rain deficits are quite as extreme
as concurrent MPI-GE ensemble maxima, indicating that MPI-
GE may overestimate the risk and magnitude of rain-deficit
drought, or that an event as rare on a continental-scale has not
yet occurred.

Typical end-of-century extreme heat has a less than 5% chance
of occurring during any single year in the 2000–2024 period
(Fig. 2). In the next 25 years this likelihood increases to 10–15%,
meaning that one or more summers in every 10 could exceed
end-of-century levels, with the highest likelihoods over Central

and Northern Europe for all heat metrics (Supplementary Fig. 2).
By 2050–2074, this likelihood rises to more than a third.
Moreover, the likelihood that after one of such end-of-century
extreme summers we experience another one goes from virtually
zero to 2–4% in the next 25 years. By 2050–2074, the likelihood of
two successive summers of end-of-century heat exceeds 15%, with
up to a 3% chance of year-after-year end-of-century extreme heat
occurring for 5 consecutive years. On the other hand, the
likelihood of end-of-century rain deficit drought stress stands at
20% during recent decades, and rises to over 30% in the next 25
years. The likelihood of two consecutive years of end-of-century
drought stress caused by an extreme lack of rain almost triples in
the next 25 years compared to the recent past to almost 15%.
Lastly, with likelihoods over 3.5% by 2050–2074, unprecedent
5-year long mega-droughts affecting the whole European
continent, although rare, become plausible.

The likelihood of end-of-century extremes compounding in
any given year also becomes substantially higher in the next
decades (Fig. 3). A single year of end-of-century Compound Heat
Stress or Compound Heat and Drought, both extremely rare
combinations in the recent past, could occur during one out of
every 10 summers in the next 25 years, and roughly 1 out of every
3 by 2050. The likelihood of experiencing successive end-of-
century compound extremes for two consecutive years, virtually
zero in the recent past, rises to over 1-in-10 in the 2050–2074
period. And while compound year-after-year extremes for 5
consecutive summers remain rare, they could by then become
plausible, with roughly a 1–2% likelihood. Drought-Rain
Volatility, reflecting years of extreme Rain Deficit followed or
preceded by years of extreme Rain Excess (see Methods) becomes
also twice as likely in the next 25 years, and by 2050–2074 could
happen a third of the time.

Distance to end-of-century decades and the influence of
the North Atlantic Variability. Accumulated over 10-year peri-
ods, decadal excess heat and drought stress varies widely for the

Fig. 2 Likelihood of successive end-of-century extremes. a Likelihood of extremes occurring in one year, and that the following 2 or 5 years, also exhibit
extreme excess metrics, for the periods of starting in the years 2000–2024 (light colors), 2025–2049 (medium colors) and 2050–2074 (dark colors).
Spatial distribution of the likelihood of (b) 2 years of extreme Excess Heat and (c) 5 years of extreme Rain Deficit in 2025–2049 (for all metrics and
extreme year frequencies see Supplementary. Fig. 2). Extreme years are defined as those with levels equal or larger than the end-of-century 50th ensemble
percentile averaged over the period of 2090–2099.
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same global warming levels, simply due to internal variability.
Furthermore, the range of excess heat and drought stress that is
possible in any given decade increases drastically under warming
(Fig. 4). The decadal variability in these heat and drought excess
metrics becomes so large that it can bring typical end-of-century
conditions upon Europe already in the next few decades. Starting
in 2040, 5–10% of the decades simulated by MPI-GE exceed end-
of-century levels for all heat metrics, and this occurs already in
2020–2029 for Rain Deficits. By 2060, the chances of heat and
drought loaded decades that exceed typical-end-of-century levels
rise to more than a 1 out of 10.

This wide range of decadal excess heat and drought stress
indicates that, depending on the state of internal variability, some
decades have a stronger tendency toward successive extreme heat
and drought stress than others. And these decadal differences are
heavily dominated by the state of the internal variability of the
North Atlantic climate system, as defined by its 10-year average
SST-based AMV index (Methods). Positive AMV phases lead to
an over 100% increase in the likelihood of exceeding typical end-
of-century decadal heat stress already in the next decades (Fig. 5).
The largest and most wide-spread increase in likelihood occurs
for Humid Heat, followed by Night Heat, indicating that warm
North Atlantic states increase the likelihood of concurrent heat
and high humidity and night-time heat persistence, two of the
forms of heat stress mostly linked to human heat-related
morbidity. In contrast, the effect of AMV on Rain Deficit does
not explain as much of this decadal variability as it does for
extreme temperatures and shows larger regional differences in
MPI-GE. Typical end-of-century rain deficits are 25% more likely
under positive AMV phases over Southern Europe and parts of
Eastern Europe, but 10–25% more likely over parts of South-
Eastern Europe under negative AMV.

A warm North Atlantic not only makes extreme decades for
any given heat excess metric more likely, it also increases the
likelihood of decades of compound end-of-century levels for two
different forms of heat and drought stress occurring together
(Fig. 6). During positive AMV phases, there is over a 1-in-10
chance of decades exceeding typical end-of-century levels already
in 2030–2049 for compound day and nighttime Heat Excess,
Humid and Night Heat and Heat and Drought. Heat and drought
loaded decades exceeding end-of-century levels are twice as likely
under positive versus negative AMV phases, and the most
extreme decadal heat stress levels in all its forms occur always
under warm North Atlantic states.

Conclusions
We quantify how soon different forms of end-of-century heat and
drought stress could occur over Europe, and the role that internal
climate variability plays in producing the worst-case single, suc-
cessive, and compounding end-of-century heat and drought. Our
results are based on MPI-GE simulations, which are well in
agreement with the variability and forced changes in observed
excess temperature43 and precipitation44 and with the IPCC
projections of changes in heat and drought extremes1. MPI-GE,
one of the largest ensembles currently available, provides a precise
sampling of low-probability events which is crucial for our ana-
lysis. This precise sampling of internal variability is especially key
to robustly capture concurrent extreme conditions in more than
one variable, or the conditional probabilities of experiencing
extreme conditions again after an already extreme year. Fur-
thermore, fully coupled Earth system model simulations that
sufficiently capture the effect and variability of large-scale and
long-term drivers, such as those of oceanic origin, are key to

Fig. 3 Likelihood of successive end-of-century compound extremes. a Likelihood of compound extremes occurring in one year, and that the following 2 or
5 years also exhibit compound extremes, for the periods starting in the years 2000–2024 (light colors), 2025–2049 (medium colors) and 2050–2074
(dark colors). Spatial distribution of likelihood of (b) 2 years of extreme compound Heat Stress and (c) compound Heat & Drought in 2025–2049 (for all
metrics and extreme year frequencies see Supplementary. Fig. 3). Years of Compound Heat Stress are those exhibiting extreme Excess Heat and extreme
Night Heat and/or Humid Heat. Years of extreme Compound Heat and Drought are those exhibiting both extreme Excess Heat and Rain Deficit. Years of
Drought-Rain Volatility are those exhibiting extreme Rain Deficit plus extreme Excess Rain the year before and/or the year after. Extreme years are defined
as those with values equal or larger than the end-of-century 50th ensemble percentile averaged over the period of 2090–2099.
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robustly assess the changing likelihood of such successive and
compounding extremes.

To put these single-model results in context, with a moderate
climate sensitivity of 2.8 °C45, MPI-GE is largely in agreement
with multi-model projections for summer heat extremes, for
which we have high confidence on both the sign and intensity of
the projected changes1. In particular, across different climate
models, MPI-ESM exhibits one of the lowest biases in reprodu-
cing observed temperature extremes46, and projects changes in
the characteristics of such extremes in line with other models47.
The results presented here also show good agreement with pre-
vious studies assessing observed extreme heat with comparable
cumulative heatwave metrics, both in terms of the regions where
the largest changes have occurred or are projected to occur and
the intensity of the most extreme observed events40, 48,49. Fur-
thermore, the normalized approach of assessing the likelihood of
reaching typical end-of-century extreme heat levels makes our
single-model results based on MPI-GE extendable to other cli-
mate models and valid in a general way (Supplementary Fig. 5).
For precipitation changes, MPI-GE shows a drying trend in the
May–October season over the region of study comparable to
other climate models (Supplementary Fig. 5). However, there is
larger inter-model differences in the direction and magnitude of
rain-deficit drought changes and lower signal-to-noise ratios in
those changes over Europe, which highlights the relevance of

contrasting the results presented here for extreme drought
changes with other climate models.

Our findings show that even under moderate warming,
unprecedented levels of heat and drought stress typical of an end-
of-century climate swiftly become a possibility over Europe in the
near-term future. All heat stress forms considered are projected to
reach or surpass end-of-century levels that were virtually
impossible 20 years ago with a 1-in-10 likelihood as early as
during the 2030–2039 decade. Moreover, succeeding extremes of
end-of-century extreme single and compound heat and drought
stress occurring repeatedly year after year, something that has not
yet happened once in the observational record, becomes possible
already in the next 30 years, with more than a 1-in-10 likelihood
by 2050–2074. By then, two successive years of end-of-century
rain-deficits are projected to occur 20% of the time, and there is a
non-negligible chance of 5-year long continental scale mega-
droughts.

Internal climate variability could bring any of these devastating
occurrences typical of an end-of-the-century climate to Europe
sooner than expected. This internal variability characterizes all
the plausible summers that we could come to experience under
the same global warming levels, and this range of plausible
summers is growing wider by the decade. The range of potential
heat and drought stress accumulated over a whole decade
increases to the point that experiencing heat and drought loaded
decades typical of an end-of-century climate could become a
reality in Europe as early as 2040. This growing range of decadal
variability in heat and drought stress over Europe is heavily
influenced by the North Atlantic decadal variability. Our results
show that under a concurrent warm North Atlantic state,
exceeding end-of-century single and compound heat and drought
stress during decades starting as early as in 2030 is twice as likely
than under a cold North Atlantic state. This link between the
comparatively highly predictable North Atlantic heat variability
and such nearly impossible to predict multi-year periods of
extreme heat and drought stress occurring well ahead of their
time provides vital insights to increase our preparedness to some
of the upcoming threats of climate change.

Methods
Observational and model data. The model simulations used
here are fully-coupled, transient climate simulations from the MPI-
GE41 under historical and RCP4.5 forcing for the periods of
1950–2005 and 2006–2099, respectively. MPI-GE consists of 100
realizations of the same Earth System Model (MPI-ESM1.1), which
is fairly similar to the CMIP6 version MPI-ESM1.2 and has a
climate sensitivity of 2.8 °C45. All of the 100 realizations use the
same model physics and parametrizations and are driven by the
same external forcings, but each start from a different initial cli-
mate state in 1850 taken from different points of the model’s pre-
industrial control run. MPI-ESM1.1 is used in the low-resolution
configuration, with resolution T63 and 47 vertical levels in the
atmosphere and 1.5° resolution and 40 vertical levels in the ocean.

Observational data from the E-OBS50 dataset version
EOBSv24.0e for the period of 1950–2021 are used for comparison
and evaluation of the MPI-GE simulations against current climate
conditions. E-OBS data, with a native regular grid of 0.25°, are
regridded to the coarser resolution of MPI-GE simulations. All
spatial averages are calculated over land-only grid cells in the
European area defined by the [35–63 N, 10W–55E] latitude-
longitude domain. When comparing against observations, model
data are subsampled to grid boxes where observations are
available. Note that this version of the E-OBS dataset includes
input of several station series that have not been homogenized,
and should be used with caution for the evaluation of trends50.

Fig. 4 Distance to end-of-century decades of heat and drought stress.
Variability in excess metrics accumulated over a decade for the whole MPI-
GE ensemble spread (pale colors) and for the range between the 10th to
90th percentiles of the ensemble distribution (bright colors), shown as
distance to a typical end-of-century decade. White crosses mark the same
values but for observed decadal excess in E-OBS. Decadal excess metrics
are calculated as the 10-year sum of the annual excess metrics. The
distance to the end of the century average decade is calculated as the ratio
between each decadal excess metric divided by the 50th ensemble
percentile decadal excess in 2090–2099, transformed to percentage. Thus,
values of 100% indicate reaching end-of-century typical decades, while
values higher than 100% indicate exceeding the levels of end-of-century
typical decades. This distance is calculated against the ensemble 50th
percentile both for each ensemble member and E-OBS.
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Heat and drought stress definitions. We use three heat stress
indicators based respectively on summer (JJA) daily maximum
temperatures, wet bulb temperatures reflecting the combined
effect of heat and humidity, and daily minimum temperatures
reflecting nighttime heat persistence; and one meteorological
drought metric based on May-to-October accumulated monthly
precipitation. This meteorological drought metric is calculated
based on exceedance of grid-cell based drought thresholds (see
section below for further details) to capture to the regional dif-
ferences in the domain. This spatially consistent definition as well
as the focus on the wider May–October season and the

comparison with end-of-century drought levels ensures an ade-
quate representation of the meteorological drought conditions
both in the Northern as in Southern parts of the European
domain51,52. Wet bulb temperature is a multivariable metric
calculated using daily average near-surface 2 m air temperatures
and relative humidity based on the method described in ref. 53.
Ideally, to obtain the most accurate wet bulb temperatures it
should be calculated instantaneously at the model time step.
However, this is not possible in MPI-GE, with currently only
daily mean relative humidity output available. This approach can
lead to a slight overestimation of absolute daily mean wet bulb

Fig. 5 Effect of AMV phase on likelihood of reaching end-of-century heat and drought levels. a–d Weighted difference in likelihood of different decadal
excess metrics starting in 2030–2049 reaching typical end-of-century levels under different concurrent AMV phases. This difference is shown as
likelihood during AMV+ minus during AMV-, weighted by likelihood during AMV-, in percentage. AMV is defined as the concurrent 10-year running mean
of North Atlantic SSTs. Distances to typical end-of-century decades are shown as the decadal excess metric at each grid cell minus the ensemble mean
decadal excess in 2090–2099, also at each grid cell (see Supplementary. Fig. 4 for non-weighted AMV-phase likelihoods and differences).

a cb

Fig. 6 Effect of AMV phase on likelihood of end-of-century compound extremes. a–c Decades exceeding typical end-of-century levels in several heat and
drought stress excess metrics under AMV+ (dark dots) and AMV- (light dots), starting in 2030–2049. Each dot represents one decade over one grid cell.
Percentages show decades that exceed end-of-century levels under each AMV phase, at grid-cell level. AMV is defined as the concurrent 10-year running
mean of North Atlantic SSTs. Distances to typical end-of-century decades are calculated as the difference between each year excess values minus the
decadal ensemble average over the period of 2090–2099, divided by the end-of-century average and transformed to percentage.
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temperatures based on instantaneous values54, thus we base our
analysis solely on relative changes and not on absolute values.

Excess metrics for heat and drought. Although a plethora of
possible extreme heat and drought stress metric exists1,40,48,49,55,
we choose cumulative metrics based on excess above thresholds
specific to the region and time of the year to better capture the
effect of both intensity and persistency of these extreme
conditions55, as well as the extreme conditions that are
more relevant for exposure to these hazards and associated
adverse impacts40. While different measures of average intensity
are the base for most common heat metrics, metrics based on
cumulative values of the exceedances above a given threshold
offer a more unequivocal approach and a better comparison of
events of different length and spatial extent. Furthermore, the
impact of heat and drought stress is primarily determined by the
accumulation of heat and drought levels that exceed a certain
level experienced over a specific time period, rather than by
averaged values55. Moreover, this level above which exceedance
yields most adverse impacts should be based on a threshold that
defines extreme conditions for each specific region and time of
the year, as done here, rather than anomalies with respect to
mean climatological values, to better reflect the potential ecolo-
gical and socioeconomic impacts of such events40,55.

Thus, applying these best-practice principles and based on the
heat and drought stress indicators described above, we use excess
metrics that capture excess extreme heat and drought exceeding
certain region and time specific extreme thresholds, accumulated
over whole seasons. For heat-related excess metrics (i.e., Excess
Heat, Humid Heat, and Night Heat) we calculate for each grid cell
and day, the difference between the actual temperature reached
(maximum daily temperature, wet bulb temperature, or minimum
daily temperature for each metric, respectively) minus the given
temperature threshold over said grid cell (Eq. (1)). Each heat excess
metric is then calculated as the sum of these differences for all days
above threshold per summer (JJA, Eq. (1)), expanding on the
accumulated heat metric for maximum temperatures cumulative
heat described in ref. 40. This can be expressed as:

ExcessHeat Metric ¼ ∑
j

1
∑
n

1
ðTemperature� ThresholdÞ ð1Þ

where Excess Heat Metric represents each heat based excess metric
(i.e., Excess Heat, Humid Heat, and Night Heat), j is the number of
grid cells, n is the number of heat above threshold days in a JJA
season, Temperature corresponds to the three temperature-based
variables used (maximum daily temperature, wet bulb temperature,
or minimum daily temperature for each metric, respectively) at the
grid cell level and Threshold is the pooled daily 90th percentile level
in this Temperature, also at the grid cell level. We calculate this
Threshold under historical conditions defined by the period of
1950–1999, to allow a comparison with E-OBS observations. Note
that this difference between the Temperature and Threshold is only
summed if it is positive, namely only for days and grid cells
exhibiting extreme heat conditions of heat threshold exceedance.

Excess rain deficit is calculated similarly (Eq. (2)), but based on
the difference between the monthly 10th percentile drought-
threshold minus the actual monthly cumulative precipitation at
each grid cell, for each month in the May-to-October period each
year32, expressed as:

RainDeficit Metric ¼ ∑
j

1
∑
n

1
ðThreshold � PrecipitationÞ ð2Þ

Where j is the number of grid cells, n is the number of drought
months days in a May–October season, Threshold is the monthly
10th percentile of monthly accumulated precipitation for each

month in the May–October period at the grid cell level, and
Precipitation is the actual accumulated precipitation value for
each given month and grid cell. Again, we calculate this
Threshold under historical conditions defined by the period of
1950–1999, to allow a comparison with E-OBS observations, and
again only positive differences, namely only months with
Precipitation values below this Threshold, are summed.

Using more extreme thresholds (e.g., 95th percentile for
temperature-based extremes and 5th percentile for
precipitation-based extremes) to calculate these excess metrics
does not lead to substantially different results, since both the end-
of-century levels and the past of near-term future exceedances are
based on the same percentile-based relative definitions (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6).

For climatological reference period we use the period of
1950–1999, a longer period that spans further into the past than
the commonly used 30-year reference periods. This longer period
is crucial to allow a robust quantification of the thresholds used to
define extreme conditions. It ensures that the thresholds
calculated here are not (1) overly confounded by the effect of
the rising trend in heat and drought in the last years of the
reference period, (2) skewed by any potential extreme events
occurring within the reference period, and (3) biased by the
potential effect of subdecadal to multidecadal variability in the
climate system.

Compound excess metrics (i.e., Compound Heat Stress,
Compound Heat and Drought, and Drought-Rain Volatility),
are based on the same excess metrics co-occurring over their
respective seasons (JJA for heat metrics and May–October season
for precipitation metrics), or in the following or preceding year
for Drought-Rain Volatility. Compound Heat Stress reflects
Excess Heat and concurrent Humid Heat and/or Night Heat
extreme conditions occurring together on any given summer.
Compound Heat and Drought reflects simultaneous extreme
summer Excess Heat and May-October Rain Deficit conditions.
Drought-Rain volatility reflects years of extreme Rain Deficits
followed or preceded by years of extreme Rain Excess. Rain
Excess is defined similar to the heat excess metrics (Eq. (1)) but as
the difference in monthly cumulative precipitation minus the
90th percentile in monthly precipitation for each month and grid
cell in the whole year.

Definition of extreme years and distance to end-of-
century levels. We define extreme years in each excess metric
as those years exceeding the typical end-of-century levels
defined by the 50th percentile of the ensemble spread, averaged
over the period of 2090–2099. For the analysis in Figs. 2 and 3
we consider events with probabilities below 1% to be virtually
impossible and to have virtually zero or negligible likelihoods,
while likelihoods above 1% are considered non-negligible and
thus events with likelihoods above 1% are here considered
plausible.

Typical end-of-century levels for decadal metrics, characterized
by their start year, are defined as the 50th percentile of the
ensemble distribution in 2090. Therefore, the distance to an end-
of-century typical decade (Eq. (3)) used in the analysis in Figs. 4,
5, and 6 is calculated as the distance between the decadal metric
on any given start year and this 50th percentile in the decadal
metric ensemble distribution in 2090, described as:

EOCDistancei;m ¼ Dec Metrici;m � Dec Metric2090�2099;50thp

ð3Þ
Where EOC Distancei;m is the distance to the end-of-century

typical value for a given decade i and member m, as the difference
between the Dec Metrici;m, the yearly excess metric summer over
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all years for the given decade for the given member, and the
typical end-of-century level defined as the sum over the end-of-
century decade 2090–2099 of the 50th percentile of the Metric
across all ensemble members. This calculation is based on
spatially aggregated metrics, except for map-based figures which
use metrics and end-of-century values at the grid cell level. For
visualization purposes, in Fig. 4 we show this distance as a ratio,
thus dividing the decadal metric on any given start year by the
end-of-century 50th percentile in the decadal metric ensemble
distribution in 2090, and transform it to percentage. For
assessments at the grid-cell level in Figs. 5 and 6, we substitute
the 50th percentile of the ensemble for the ensemble mean for
computational efficiency, since both metrics yield comparable
results.

Multi-model comparison of extreme temperature and rain
deficit changes. We assess the dependance of our results on the
choice of climate model used, to frame the changes seen in MPI-
GE in heat and precipitation-deficit drought extremes over Eur-
ope in a broader multi-model context. For this, we analyze the
evolution and comparable end-of-century levels for a simplified
version of the metrics used in this study across several other large
ensembles, namely ACCESS-ESM1.5, CanESM5, and
MIROC6 (Supplementary Fig. 5). We use these three additional
ensembles for three main reasons: first, they have an ensemble
size of a minimum of 40 members. Second, they all provide
simulations under forcing conditions (SSP245) comparable to
the original RCP4.5 used in our study. And third, they cover a
wide range of different equilibrium climate sensitivities to sample
different warming responses (ACCESS-ESM1.5: 3.9K, CanESM5:
5.7K, MIROC6: 2.6K, MPI-GE: 2.8K).

To assess comparable end-of-century levels across these
climate models with different warming rates, we use a common
warming level of 2C of global mean surface temperature increase
(GMST) above pre-industrial conditions. The comparable typical
end-of-century extreme heat and drought levels refer in this case
to a 2C warmer world (instead of the 2.25C of GMST increase in
our main analysis corresponding to actual end-of-century levels
in MPI-GE), and is calculated as an average of the 10-year periods
after each model exceeds the 2C GMST increase levels. This
multi-model comparison (Supplementary Fig. 5) shows that, over
Europe, MPI-GE shows a slightly lower increase in TXx
anomalies compared to the models considered, and a drying
signal that is of similar magnitude as in MIROC6 and slightly less
strong than in ACCESS-ESM1.5. In contrast, CanESM5 projects a
precipitation increase over this region, with even the driest
May–October seasons exhibiting similar or more accumulated
precipitation levels than the 1950–1999 average. This decrease in
drought conditions in CanESM5 is not in line with the latest
IPCC consensus, which indicates an increase in drought
conditions for this region1.

The comparable end-of-century extreme temperature levels
cluster around 5C for the higher warming rate models ACCESS-
ESM1.5 and CanESM5 and around 4C for the lower warming rate
models MIROC6 and MPI-GE. However, all four models project
the first plausible exceedance of their relative comparable end-of-
century levels within less of ten years difference from when this
first exceedance occurs in MPI-GE. For precipitation changes our
results show large inter-model differences, both for the compar-
able end-of-century drought levels and for when the different
models project the first plausible exceedance of such levels. For
precipitation deficit extremes we visualize this first plausible
exceedance for five successive years, since all models including
MPI-GE show occurrences of the end-of-century drought levels
from the beginning of the historical simulations due to the lower

signal-to-noise ratios in precipitation changes compared to
temperature changes.

In summary, this multi-model assessment indicates that for
heat extremes the normalized approach of reaching end-of-
century extremes makes our single-model results valid for other
climate models. For drought extremes, the larger inter-model
differences in the direction and magnitude of changes and the
lower signal-to-noise ratios in those changes make our results
more model dependent, although the change in drought
conditions is MPI-GE is well in line with other climate model
projections.

Atlantic multidecadal variability index definition. To capture
the internal multi-year variability in North Atlantic temperatures,
we use an AMV index defined as the 10-year mean SST in the
region defined by the [20–60N, 70W–20W] latitude-longitude
box. To remove forced effects we detrend each SST simulated
time series by removing the ensemble mean at each grid cell56,
and normalize it by dividing it by its standard deviation. AMV
phases are selected for start years when this AMV index is equal
or larger to half standard deviation for positive phases, and equal
or smaller than minus half standard deviation for negative phases.
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